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ON THE FREDHOLM ALTERNATIVE FOR NONLINEAR
FUNCTIONAL EQUATIONS IN BANACH SPACES

PETER HESS1

Abstract. The well-known Fredholm alternative theorem for

compact linear operators is carried over to a class of noncompact,

asymptotically linear mappings of monotone type of a real

reflexive Banach space into its dual. An application to a nonlinear

elliptic boundary value problem is given.

Introduction. Let X be a Banach space, X* its conjugate space, and

let (w, u) denote the value of the functional wsX* at ueX. For C a compact

linear operator of X into itself, C*:X*-+X* its adjoint operator, the

following ("Fredholm alternative'") is well known:

(i) The dimensions of the nullspaces K{I—C) and K(I—C*) are finite

and equal;

(ii) the equation (I—C)u=f is solvable for given feX if and only if

feK(I-C*)-.
Here K(I-C*)-={ueX:(w, u)=0 for wgK(I-C*)}.

In the recent paper [5] Kacurovskil carries over this Fredholm theory

to nonlinear equations of the form (I—D)u=f with D compact and

asymptotically linear, and gives applications to integral equations of

Hammerstein and Urysohn type as well as to ordinary differential equa-

tions. His result is in general however not applicable to nonlinear elliptic

boundary value problems.

It is our purpose in the present note to prove an extension of Kacurov-

skifs result to the class of mappings of type (S) of a real reflexive Banach

space A" into X*, which admits applications to boundary value problems.

Mappings of type (S) have grown increasingly important in the study of

elliptic equations and solvability criterions involving homotopy argu-

ments (cf. [1], [3], [4]). We use the symbols "—#•" and M—to denote

strong and weak convergence, respectively.
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Definition. A (nonlinear) mapping A:X-*X* is of type (S) provided

un-^u in X and \im(Aun — Au, un—u)=0 imply that «„-*«.

The mapping A:X-—X* is further said to be demicontinuous if it is

continuous from the strong topology on X to the weak topology on X*,

and bounded if it maps bounded sets onto bounded sets.

In §1 we investigate the class of bounded linear operators of type (S).

We show

Theorem 1. Let X be a real reflexive Banach space and T a bounded

linear mapping of X into X* of type (S). Then T is a Fredholm operator

with index 0, i.e. the range R(T) is closed in X* and

dim K(T) = dim K(T*) < oo.

§2 embodies the proof of our main result,

Theorem 2. Let X be a real reflexive Banach space and A: X-+X* a

bounded demicontinuous mapping of type (5). Suppose A admits the

decomposition A = T+N, where T is a bounded linear operator of type (S)

and N a mapping with lim||u;i—c0 ||m||_1||A/m|| =0. Suppose in addition that

R(N)<=:K(T*)~. In order that the functional equation Au—f is solvable for

a given feX* it is necessary and sufficient that feKf T*)-1-.

§3 finally brings an application of Theorem 2 to a nonlinear elliptic

boundary value problem.

Our considerations are essentially based on recent results by the author

on nonlinear, asymptotically homogeneous and odd mappings of mono-

tone type (cf. [3], [4]).

1. We start our detailed discussion with the proof of Theorem 1. This

is the content of the following three lemmas.

Lemma 1. Let T be a bounded linear operator of type (S). Then its

range R(T) is closed in X*.

Proof. By a known result [2, Theorem VL6.5], it suffices to show that

whenever C is a bounded closed subset of X, then the set T(C) is closed

in X*. Let {«„} be a sequence in C with Tun-*w. As a consequence of the

boundedness of {un} and the reflexivity of X, we may extract an infinite

subsequence such that un-^u. Since \im(T(un—u), un — u)—0, property (5)

implies that un->-u. It follows that Tun-*Tu = w and, since C is closed,

that weT(C). Q.E.D.

Lemma 2. A bounded linear operator T of type (S) has finite-dimensional

nullspace K(T).
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Proof. Under the assumption that dim K(T)= + go, we construct

an infinite sequence {«„} in K(T) with ||«„|| = 1 and

(1) If. - "Jl = i

for all n and m^n. We may pass to an infinite subsequence with un-^-u.

Since 7«„=0 for all n, \im(T(un—u), un — u)=0. It follows from property

(S) of the mapping T that {un} is strongly convergent, which is impossible

because of (1). Q.E.D.

Since the space X is assumed to be reflexive, the linear operator T*

adjoint to T can be considered as a mapping of X into X*. We observe

that T is of type (S) if and only if T* is of type (S). For the proof of the

next lemma we need the following result (cf. [3], [4]):

Proposition. Let A be a (nonlinear) bounded demicontinuous mapping

of the real reflexive Banach space X into X*. Suppose that A is of type (S)

and admits a decomposition A = T+N, with T a bounded linear operator

of type (S) and N a mapping satisfying lim[1Uj;_m j[wII-"11! JVw[| =0. If Tu=0

only for w=0, then A is surjective.

Lemma 3. If T is a continuous linear operator of type (5), then

dim K(T)=dim K(T*).

Proof. By symmetry of the problem, it suffices to consider the case

/j*=dim K(T*)^.dim K(T)=n. Let {uu •••,«„} be a basis of the sub-

space K(T). There exist elements u*, ■ • ■ , u* in X* such that («,*, m,) = <5„-

(cf. [6, p. 151]). Let further {p,, • • • , vn) be linearly independent elements

of K(T*) and vf, • • • , v* functionals in X* with ft?*, Vj)**6a.

We define a new linear mapping T' .X-^-X* by

(2) Tu = Tu + J («* u)»* (ueX).
k=l

The operator T' is again of type (S). We further claim that K{T') = {0}.

Indeed, let ueX be such that T'u=0. For l<j^n,

n

0 = (T'u, v,) = (Tu, v,) + 2 0*, u)(v*, Vj) = 0 + (u* u).
k=l

Hence

0 = T'u = Tu + 0,

i.e. ueK(T). Therefore u admits a representation «= y£=1 cLkuk. The rela-

tion 0 = (u*, u)=Xj for 1 £j£n implies that w=0.

Assume now that «*>«. Then there exists veK(T*), v^O, such that

(d*, p)=0 for l<k<n. Since K(T')={0}, it follows from the Proposition
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that R(T')=X*. Let J denote the duality mapping of X into the set 2X

of all subsets of X*,

Ju={qeX*:(q,u) = \\q\\ \\u\\,\\q\\ = |n|}.

By the Hahn-Banach theorem, 7m#0 for all ueX. Let q0eJv. Since

R(T')=X*, there exists an element u0eX with T'u0=q0. We infer that

l|f||2 = (9o. «) = (T'«0,

= (Tu0, v) + 2 («*, «o)(f *,    = 0,

in contradiction to v?±0. Q.E.D.

Remark. In the case that X= X* = H is a Hilbert space, Lemma 3 can

be proved considerably simpler by observing that there exists an exponent

r0 with the property that K{Tr)=K(TT») for r^r0. No reference to the

Proposition is then needed.

2. We proceed to the

Proof of Theorem 2. It is trivial by the assumption on the range of

tv that the condition is necessary. For the proof of the sufficiency, suppose

feK(T*)x. Let «=dim K(T) = dim K(T*), and define the linear operator T:

n

(2) T'u - Tu + 2 (»*. "K*

as in the proof of Lemma 3. Then T' is of type (S) and K(T')={0}. Let

further A'—T'+N. By the Proposition, R(A')=X*. Consequently there

exists u„eX with A'u9=f. We infer that

rt

2 ("*' "oK = / - T"o - Nu0,
k=l

where the right side is an element of R(T). Set xk~(u*, u0) and suppose

2t=i xkv*=Tu for some ueX Since a, = (Tw, i^)«(w, 7'*j;>)=0 for

l^y'_n, it follows that and hencef—Tu0—Nu0=f—Au0=0.

Q.E.D.

3. We now apply Theorem 2 to the discussion of the solvability of the

generalized Dirichlet problem for an asymptotically linear elliptic equation

of the form

(j/u)(x) = - 2 £"(a»(x) |f ) + If '     ' If) = ̂ (X)'
denned on an open, bounded, smoothly bounded subset Q of a Euclidean
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space R*. The generic point is denoted by x=(xx, • • • , x„). We impose

the following conditions on the operator s/ (all functions are assumed to

be real-valued):

(I) awe£-(Ü) (I<<,./<«), and 2?>w afJ(x)f(^>c |f|2 (c>0), for

f»(fls • ■ ■ , £n)eRK and a.a. xeQ.

(II) The function a„(x, f„, fx, • • • , f J is measurable in x, continuous

in c = (£0, fx, • • •, |n)e/?n+1, and asymptotically linear in the following

sense: there exist functions tVeL°°(Q) (/'=0, •••,«) such that

1 n

- a0(x, A|) - 2 = c(A)(||| + 1),

with c(2)-»-0 as 2—»+ co.

For weI2(q), let ||h||0=(J_ l"l2 ̂ )1/2. and let X=Wl\Q) denote the

completion of &({~l) with respect to the norm

The space Z is a Hilbert space provided with the inner product

{u>v)^L(uv+lt^)dx-

The conditions (I) and (II) imply that the (nonlinear) Dirichlet form

a(u, v) = 2  I ais(x) |^     dx + \ aJx, u, |^ , • • •,     ) i> dx
<i3=1 ox, Jo.   \      oxx oxj

corresponding to the differential operator     is defined for all u, v in X.

Definition. A function u is said to be a solution of the generalized

Dirichlet problem for the equation jtfu=f,feL2(Q.) given, if

(i) ueX;

(ii) a(u, r>) = Jn fv dx for all veX.
Let^,

= -| 7 («,/x) 1^+2 frX*)+ b0(x)u,
tjmi 0Xi \       öXj!    i=1 dXi

denote the (linear) asymptotic part of stf and the differential expression

formally adjoint to 3~.

Theorem 3. Let the functions vlt • • •, vmform a basis for the subspace

(of X) consisting of solutions of the generalized Dirichlet problem for the

equation ^~'v=Q. Suppose in addition that a(u, vk)=0 for all ueX and

k=\,---,m. Then the generalized Dirichlet problem for the equation
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stfu=f is solvable for given feL2(Q.) if and only if Jn fvk dx=0 for k=
I, •" ,m.

Proof. As a consequence of conditions (I) and (II) there exists a

bounded continuous operator A in X such that a(u, v) = (Au, v\ for u, v

in X (cf. [1]). Similarly, let t(u, v) be a bilinear form associated with 3~,

and T the bounded linear operator in X induced by T. By the uniform

ellipticity of     a Gärding inequality

t(u, u) £ Cl MX - c% Nlo (A>0)

is satisfied for ueX. Since the imbedding of X in L2(Q) is compact, we

infer that the operators A and T are of type (S). Moreover

lim  ||«||rl «04 - 7>I,-0.
||uj!,—oo

To given /eL2(Q) there exists gfeX such that Ja dx=(gf, v\ for reA'.

Necessary and sufficient for a function ue.Y to be solution of the gener-

alized Dirichlet problem for the equation s/u=f is that (Au, v)x=

a(u, v)=(a fv dx=(gf, t')i for veX, i.e. that Au=gf. It is readily seen that

the functions px, • • •, vm form a basis of K(T*). Further R(A — T)<^

K(T*)L. The assertions of Theorem 3 then follow immediately from

Theorem 2.

Example.   Let L1={xeR2: \x\< 1} and

(s/u)(x) = -Aw - pu + (1 + |k(x)| + \u(-x)\)-Hu(x) - u(-x)).

It is known that ^"=^"'=—A—/< (with Dirichlet boundary conditions)

has nontrivial nullspace iff jn=kl m («=0, 1, • • • ; m=l, 2, ■ ■ ■), where

kn m denotes the wth positive root of the Bessel function Jn. Writing .v in

polar coordinates (r, &), the corresponding eigenfunctions have the form

, Jcos n &\

Since the (asymptotically vanishing) nonlinear part of sJ is odd in .veil,

the additional assumption in Theorem 3 is satisfied if p=k\:tn with n

even. (Remark: The nonlinear part of si/ is not exactly of the form intro-

duced in condition (II), but one may consider it as a function of the two

variables f9=«(x), #0=u(—x).)
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